
Located in Jesup, Iowa, we find ourselves ideally located in the center of 5 major metropolitans while 
enjoying the low power rate of the Midwest. We have teamed with Heartland Technology ISP to leverage 
fiber connections across multiple states. This 
allows us to pass the infrastructure and financial 
benefits to our clients, providing affordable 
first-class colocation services. We are able to
provide carrier-neutral fiber connections and
blended internet services to ensure reliable 
network connectivity.

Our experienced industry experts can provide 
customer service and support that is second to 
none. We will work with you to create 
customizable solutions to meet your specific 
needs. One example is providing remote hands 
service for an onsite pair of eyes into your 
infrastructure.  

Being a Tier III data center, we protect your mission-critical data with top of the line security, including 
key cards, facial recognition, and man traps. We also provide environmentally controlled white space with 
temperature and humidity sensors in every rack to monitor the whole environment. The building itself is 
eco-friendly, energy efficient and was built with precast construction to withstand 150+ mph winds. On 
top of all of that, we provide best in class DCIM monitoring inside the data center with 24x7x365 NOC.
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Power Security Connectivity
Redundancy from

utility to rack
Protecting mission-critical
data with optimal security

Redundant fiber routes
to multiple Tier I carriers
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HEARTLAND TECHNOLOGY DATA CENTER

Loading Dock

Server Room

Biometric/facial recognition

Electrical Room

Power
2N utility power feeds
Diverse delivery A/B power redundancy
Fully redundant 2N PLC switchgear
Dedicated 2N UPS power
Dedicated 2N diesel generators onsite
Branch circut monitoring
Lightning protection system

Security
Man trap control from external access
Biometric/facial recognition scanners
Key card controlled access to building and data racks
Internal and external IP security cameras
Perimeter security fencing with monitored gate access 
Concrete wall surrounding mechanical/electrical equipment yard

Connectivity
Carrier neutral fiber connections
Redundant network edge gear
Redundant diverse fiber routes into the building
Secure redundant Meet-Me-Rooms
Multi carrier blended bandwidth available
Pre-deployed diverse fiber to each rack

Amenities
Secure parking for customers
Secure loading dock with lift for Semi trailer access
Secure burn-in room for staging equipment
Conference room
Coworking space with private office access

Environmental
Redundant N+1 CRAC unit configuration
Hot-aisle containment configuration
High-density rack configuration
Dual zone interlock dry pipe pre-action system
Vesda air sampling system
Clean agent fire extinguishers
Anti-static floor system
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